Email newsletter publications

Get news and information that helps you succeed as a medical student, resident and physician. Stay up to date with the latest news impacting health care and medicine to stay on the pulse of issues that matter to physicians and patients alike.

**AMA Morning Rounds®**

A daily newsletter that provides highlights from the AMA, the JAMA Network™ and the most relevant news distilled from more than 3,000 major newspapers, magazines and journals.

**AMA Morning Rounds® Weekend Edition**

A weekly newsletter that provides top news and information to help physicians and physicians in training know and understand the top issues impacting their profession.

**Morning Rounds® Editor's Edition**

A monthly roundup of the hottest content from the AMA.

**JAMA Network™ alerts**

Email alerts of the latest content from the 13 journals of the JAMA Network, including the *Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA®)*, as soon as they are published.

**AMA Advocacy Update**
A bi-weekly newsletter that offers exclusive advocacy news and information on key national and state issues. View the current issue and previous issues.

**AMA MedEd Update**

A monthly newsletter that includes news and information focused on graduate medical education, health care careers, medical schools and continuing physician professional development.

**AMA Journal of Ethics®**

A monthly email of the top stories from the latest issue of the *AMA Journal of Ethics®,* as well as a themed podcast and reader poll.

**FREIDA™ news**

The latest information on FREIDA™, the AMA Residency & Fellowship Database® of accredited graduate medical education programs in the United States and Puerto Rico.

**AMA Store news**

A newsletter with the latest industry news, exclusive product specials, education and training opportunities and important product updates.

**AMA member and special group news**

Information on career support and opportunities offered by our member sections and group.

**CPT® updates**

Notifications on changes to CPT® codes, including Category II codes, Category III codes, vaccine codes and errata. Also alerts on when registration opens for the CPT Editorial Panel meetings.
Product and program updates

Email alerts to stay up to date on the latest AMA products and programs.

Credentialing updates

Information on physician credentialing verification and qualifications.

Practice improvement information

News that helps physicians identify patient care areas for improvement and change their performance.